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Abstract—The case study reported in this paper investigated the effect of
project-based learning on students training to be mathematics teachers, pursuing
their final projects. The final projects had the aim of designing attractive and interactive mathematics learning material. The case study used a qualitative
method to assess the impact on the trainee teachers in terms of their creative design thinking. The research made use of the Hawgent dynamic mathematics
software package. The study participants were all students at Guangxi Normal
University, China. The students were divided into three groups, each with four
or five members. The results presented show that selecting material and combining it with art using dynamic mathematics software can improve prospective
teachers’ communication skills, problem-solving ability, creative thinking, and
self-confidence. Moreover, the future mathematics teachers needed motivation
and support during their project’s lifecycle, which, in turn, had a positive effect
on self-confidence.
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1

Introduction

Many learners at all stages of study perceive mathematic lessons as challenging to
understand and monotonous [1-4]. The reasons for such perceptions are varied but
include the fact that mathematical material is often abstract [5-7]. Abstraction is frequently tricky for children, particularly younger ones [8-9].
De Porter in Chotimah [10] showed that humans can absorb 70% of knowledge
when its acquisition involves them in active participation, 50% when it involves visual observation and hearing, 30% when it involves only visual observation, 20% when
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it involves only hearing, and just 10% when merely reading. From De Porter’s research, we can surmise that mathematics lessons in class would be more effective if
the pedagogical approach required learners’ active autonomous participation.
Many school children are proficient with technology [11-14] that can facilitate
their learning. Often, however, a lack of technology-related pedagogy skills amongst
teachers can be an issue [15]. Nonetheless, recently, there has been a drive to change
the perception of mathematics education through technology in teaching and learning
activities [16].
Research shows that the use of technology in teaching and learning activities can
improve mathematical capability [17-18], increase reasoning skills [19], engender
interest in learning [20], and enhance engagement within the classroom. Against this
backdrop, there has been an increased impetus to develop learning material using
various dynamic mathematics software packages, including Hawgent, to improve
mathematics teaching effectiveness [21-23].
Due to its importance, creative thinking ability is one of the metrics used by the
Program for International Student Assessment (PISA) [24-26]. Given that it is a PISA
assessment metric, most countries focus on improving learners’ creative thinking
ability [27-29]. Furthermore, when learners have creative thinking ability, they are
better equipped to solve problems and develop innovative solutions in various scenarios [30].
Prospective mathematics teachers need creative thinking to solve problems in new
and innovative ways. Enhancing their creative thinking abilities better prepares mathematics teachers for the classroom. It will help them be innovative when developing
learning activities for class and be adaptive to children’s needs to understand abstract
mathematical topics. However, to enhance prospective mathematics teachers’ creative
thinking abilities, educators must develop their skill and the wherewithal to pass them
on.
Many countries in Asia still use ‘chalk-and-talk’ methodologies supplemented with
requiring learners to practice and improve their mathematical abilities [31-33]. Based
on many studies, the use of technology in education has proved to have many advantages over more traditional approaches [34-38]. Moreover, there was reason to
expect that combining project-based learning (PBL) and technology can produce even
better results. Based on this premise, the research investigated how project-based
learning utilizing dynamic mathematics software could improve future mathematics
teachers’ creative thinking abilities.
The project-based learning (PBL) approach has been around since 1997 and is considered helpful in improving learners’ performance. The PBL approach is a combination of design thinking, problem-solving, and decision-making. PBL focuses on learner activity, with teachers acting as facilitators and transmitters of knowledge. Learners
benefit by improving their problem-solving, design, and decision-making skills. In
contrast to many traditional approaches, where learners are passive participants, PBL
makes students active, requires them to think, and often collaborate. Project-based
learning has been shown to have a positive effect on creative thinking, communication and teamwork [39-40], and self-confidence. For example, Khairunnisa [41]
showed that using project-based learning, with children, positively affected collabora-
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tion and teamwork, increased their self-confidence, creative thinking, willingness to
take risks and express new ideas.
Mohamadi Z [42] compared PBL with ePBL in English lessons. He found that
PBL and ePBL had the same positive effect on students’ English skills. Besides that,
Caroline [43] showed PBL to be a key element in enhancing the impact of science,
Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) education. Other studies on
PBL, in the field of engineering [44] and learners in high schools and university [45],
have highlighted its positive impact on learning outcomes [46]. However, there is far
less research on the effect of PBL assisted by dynamic mathematics software and its
relationship with learners’ creative thinking and problem-solving abilities. Thus, this
paper fills a gap by exploring the impact of project-based learning, combined with the
use of dynamic mathematics software.
Hawgent dynamic mathematics software, designed for easy use in mathematics education [47], can be used by teachers to explain the mathematics material and by students outside of class. The Hawgent software can be used to visualize various mathematical concepts such as geometric shapes, algebra, trigonometry, statistics, probability, algorithms and many other materials [48].
Xiangjie Z. et al. [49] used Hawgent to help teach the concepts of Line and Angle.
They found that students’ understanding and ability to answer questions was much
improved. Lin Suan et al. [21] developed learning media with the theme of ethnomathematics on arithmetic material and the learning media received positive responses from teachers and students. On the topic of plane geometry, Chotimah S. et al. [19]
tried to improve their reasoning ability with the help of Hawgent. Chotimah’s research results show that Hawgent has helped junior high school students improve their
student reasoning abilities.
While many studies have used Hawgent to enhance mathematics teaching, they
have focused on developing instructional media and improving students’ ability.
Moreover, while many researchers have investigated its use with children, none have
used it to improve trainee mathematics teachers’ creative thinking abilities.
Given the lack of research in the area, the work articulated in this paper studied the
use of Hawgent to improve the creative thinking ability of trainee mathematics teachers through its use in project-based learning.
Study participants were required to choose a topic of interest and then, using the
Hawgent software, design and develop appropriate and effective teaching material,
including an element of artwork. Participants were then required to evaluate the learning material in terms of its suitability for use in a school environment and suggest
ways to improve it.
This paper focuses on prospective mathematics teachers’ creativity when developing the learning material and their lecturers’ evaluation. Other aspects of the research
will be reported elsewhere.
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2

Method

The study used quantitative methods to determine the creative thinking steps taken
by the participants when developing an animation linked to their chosen topic. The
study addressed the questions: Do participants explain how their idea originated?
Why did they choose the material used? How did they create their project? What
skills were needed to complete the project?
The curriculum delivered over five months (one semester), from March 2020 until
June 2020, involved twice-weekly sessions. The overall curriculum material and lesson plan for each session were as follows:
• March 2020: introduction, brainstorm, mathematics and art, creativity in mathematics lesson (4 weeks)
• April 2020: introduction to Hawgent dynamic mathematics software (4 weeks)
• May 2020: In the first week, participants determined the material they would develop. In the second and third week, they designed their projects using Hawgent
dynamic mathematics software. In the fourth week, participants held discussions
with their lecturers about their project and, in the final week, they revised the projects in the light of those discussions.
• June 2020: revision and final presentation
The study involved three groups, each of either four or five participants, from
Guangxi Normal University. Each group was interviewed for between 20 and 30
minutes to understand their creative thinking process. The interviews, conducted in a
semi-structured manner, give flexibility for additional questions to be asked depending on previous responses.
During the interviews, participants from other groups were allowed to ask questions and make suggestions, with the idea that this peer-to-peer input would facilitate
better overall ideas. Interviews were conducive to participants sharing their thoughts
freely. Moreover, several professors, media and material experts provide suggestions
and an informal evaluation of each project. The Informal evaluation by media expert
focused on appearance, ease of use, animation, enrichment. In contrast, the informal
evaluation by the material expert focused on how worthwhile the project might be in
helping children understand the mathematics concept.

3

Results and Discussion

Each group used a problem-based learning approach to carry out a creative thinking project using dynamic mathematics software. The groups saw the task as challenging and raised issues, including “how can mathematical material be used to create
an interesting project related to everyday life?”. Attitudes correlated with previous
research that suggests that students see mathematics as a complex subject.
This study had creative activities in mind during its design and an evaluation process that encouraged collaboration. Each group followed the exact step-by-step process from analysis, design, development, implementation and evaluation.
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Groups were required to analyze their chosen problem, design, develop, and implement using the Hawgent software, helpful learning material that should use relevant and exciting art. After implementation, they had to evaluate were required to
evaluate whether their work would be helpful for teachers and school children. The
study found that each step in the process increased communication skills, problemsolving abilities, creative thinking dexterity, and self-confidence.
Mirsha and Koehler [50] show that designing teaching media cannot be taught
conventionally. The design depends on experience, creative thinking processes, needs
and continuous evaluation. Moreover, Aflatoony [51] reported that design thinking
could improve creative thinking, communication, and teamwork.
In the ninth week of the study, when the participants had mastered how to use
Hawgent dynamic mathematics software, they were informed that, in groups, they had
to produce learning media based on their observations at school. The participants
immediately began to form mental blocks, with some saying that the task was challenging.
The participants were not confident in integrating technology, preferring to use traditional teaching methods in the classroom. This view is in line with previous research
that shows that the education world is often more comfortable in an environment that
does not use technology.
The view participants changed during the study, which saw them grow in confidence as they engaged proactively with the software. Moreover, their awareness of
how the technology could benefit their teaching also increased. This finding is in line
with previous research showing that project-based learning can increase student interest in learning. To better understanding the study, the work of each of the three groups
is briefly outlined.
Group 1 chose to base their project around material for an algebra lesson. The
groups planning for their project, which they named “cute cube algebra”, can be seen
in Figure 1. The figure maps the step-by-step creative thinking process of the group.
At the analysis stage, the group perceive algebra as an abstract subject. Algebra
contains tedious and difficult to understand formulas. Therefore, Group 1 took the
algebraic formula (a + b)3 = a3 + 3a2b + 3ab2 + b3 and created an interesting and
colorful media. The group hoped that this learning media could change high school
students’ mindset on algebra at the interview stage. They hope that it can increase
children’s interest in studying algebra. The group combine algebra formulas and art to
produce interesting learning media using Hawgent dynamic mathematics software at
the design stage.

Fig. 1. Group 1’s creative thinking process in designing
the learning for “cute cube algebra”.
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Figure 2 shows a full-colour 3D view of the group’s final project. Blocks represent
the formula, and the learning media has a slider to open and close the cube. Table 1
shows the evaluation results. Following feedback, the group added sound to their
implementation to make it more appealing. Moreover, the material expert suggested
that the work could be into video-based learning.
Table 1. Group 1: Assessment result by media and material experts.

Media expert

Material Expert

Indicator
Appearance
Animation
Easy to use
Enrichment
Easy to Understand
Help students to understand the basic concepts
of algebra formula
Can improve Junior High School students’
interest in learning

Score
16
17
15
18
18

Percentage
80%
85%
75%
90%
90%

18

90%

19

95%

Note: Maximal score is 20.

Brezovszky et al.’s study showed that algebra is a complex subject to teach because of its many formulas. However, the learning material produced by Group 1 can
help students understand algebraic concepts without the need to memorize formulas.
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Fig. 2. “Cute cube algebra” created by Group 1.

Group 2 visited an elementary school in order to find suitable materials for use in
their project. After observing various classes, the group opted to develop material
related to two-dimensional figure material that they had seen taught to Grade 5 children. The group’s initial idea was to use the basic pentagon structure to teach about
folding symmetry. However, after discussion, the group settled on the less ambitious
idea of making starfish using pentagons.
Initially, the implementation involved starfish that did not move. However, following feedback from the media expert, a modification was made that enabled the tentacle to move. Further feedback from the teacher at the school led to the starfish having
a more attractive colour. The group’s evaluation results are shown in Table 2, while
the left and right images of Figure 3 show the original and revised implementation,
respectively. The group gave their project the title “Pentagon Starfish”, Figure 4
shows their creative thinking process.
Table 2. Group 2: Assessment result by media and material experts.
Indicator
appearance
animation
Media expert
easy to use
Enrichment
Easy to Understand
Material Expert help students to understand the concepts of congruent
Can improve elementary students’ interest in learning

Score
15
19
16
15
17
17
19

Percentage
75%
95%
80%
75%
85%
85%
95%

Note: The maximal score is 20.
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Fig. 3. “Pentagon Starfish” created by Group 2.

Fig. 4. Group 2’s creative thinking process in designing the
learning media for the “Pentagon Starfish.”

Group 3’s project looked at trigonometry, a subject whose basics must be mastered
by school children before they progress later in life to more in-depth calculus courses.
If a learner does not like trigonometry lessons, they will find it challenging to grasp
the material’s concept. Group 3 thus created learning media with a touch of art to
make trigonometry lessons more exciting and fun. They named their project “Trigonometric fish” (see Figure 5).
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Fig. 5. “Fish with Graph of Sine” created by Group 3.

Figure 6 shows the group’s creative thinking. The group’s first step was to make a
sine graph to represent a fish track. However, they found that the cos graph can also
be used as a fish track. Based on the sin and cosine graph, the group then make each
part of the fish’s head, body, and tail. The root of the mathematical context was not
lost; the group made a fish head with an isosceles triangle shape and a fishtail using
triangles. The group also added animation to move the fish according to the sine or
cosine trajectory. When the group used the material in a classroom setting, it received
a positive response from the children with a clear indication that they enjoyed the
material and, through its use, understood the concepts taught. Table 3 shows the project’s evaluation.
Table 3. Group 3: Assessment result by media and material experts.

Media expert

Material Expert

Indicator
Appearance
Animation
Easy to use
Enrichment
Easy to Understand
Help students to understand the graphs concepts of
Sine and Cosine
Can improve Senior High School students’ interest
in learning

Score
16
17
18
17
16

Percentage
80%
85%
90%
85%
80%

16

80%

17

85%

Note: The maximal score is 20.

At the evaluation stage, the teacher at the school suggested making the trigonometric fish look more natural and alive by adding a sea background. However, the group
concluded that such would obfuscate the trigonometric impression and that the children may not understand that it is a graph of the trigonometric function.
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Fig. 6. Group 3’s creative thinking process in designing the
learning media for the “Trigonometry Fish”.

From the participants initial perspective, choosing a mathematical topic and combining it with art using dynamic mathematics software is not easy. Nonetheless, each
group worked well on their project, with the PBL approach providing opportunities
for them to develop their creative thinking skills. The effect of PBL on creative thinking and led to innovative work suitable for use in schools.
The study showed that with PBL, groups demonstrated teamwork throughout their
project. Group members engaged in dialogue to ensure they produced the best work.
From this discussion, participants problem-solving abilities also increased. At the
implementation stage, the presentations made by the groups increased self-confidence
and ability to defend the decisions they had made.
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4

Conclusion

Many studies have been conducted into the development and use of technologybased learning media to improve students’ mathematical abilities. However, there is
little research on prospective mathematics teacher’s creativity when developing a
project by combining mathematics technology.
The study reported in this paper investigated the benefits of implementing projectbased learning approach with prospective mathematics teachers, studying at university, doing their final projects. The study found that the students improved their communication and problem-solving skills, creative thinking ability, and self-confidence.
Furthermore, the study found that motivation plays a crucial part that encourages
future mathematics teachers to be more confident in solving problems. This study also
illustrates the importance of teaching design thinking and problem-solving strategies
at university.
The research study was limited to the use of Hawgent software. Future study can
extend the work to consider other mathematics software. Moreover, the research did
not use quantitative methods to get specific results about the differences in creative
thinking prospective and abilities of participants.
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